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Common American Trailer Electrical Connections
Trailer Wiring Connectors
Various connectors are available from four to seven pins that allow for the transfer of power for the lighting as well
as auxiliary functions such as an electric trailer brake controller, backup lights, or a 12V power supply for a winch
or interior trailer lights. Choose a connector that has the required number of pins for the functions required for
your trailer. If the connector is under the vehicle, you will want to use a mounting bracket to attach it to the
vehicle. This will help prevent damage that may occur if the connector is left dangling.
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Trailer Wiring Color Code
Suggested
Minimum Wire
Where To Attach Gauge
Colour
Vehicle Side
4 Way & 6 Way &
5 Way
7 Way

Where To Attach Trailer Side

Right Turn

Green

18

16

Right turn of vehicle's
wiring harness

Trailer's right turn signal

Left Turn

Yellow

18

16

Left turn of vehicle's
wiring harness

Trailer's left turn signal

Ground

White

16

12

Vehicle ground point metal, uncoated,
rustproof

Trailer ground point metal, uncoated,
rustproof

Tail /
Marker

Brown

18

16

Taillight of vehicle's
wiring harness

Trailer's taillights

Brake

Blue

18

12

Electric brake control,
power for brakes

Break away switch

Battery

Red (or
Black)

12

Fuse block or FUSED
battery Lead

Break away kit, interior
lights and battery
charger.

Back Up

Purple

16

Back up circuit of
vehicle's wiring harness

Back up lights (if
available) / Hydraulic
coupler.

This chart is a typical guide, wire colours may vary based on manufacturers. Use a circuit tester to verify connections.

4-Way Connectors
4-Way connectors are available allowing the basic hookup of the three lighting functions (running, turn, and
brake lights) plus one pin is provided for a ground wire. Most standard light duty trailers will use a 4-pole flat
connector.

4-Way Flat Trailer Connector

4-Way Flat Vehicle Connector

4-Way Round Trailer Connector

4-Way Round Connector

5-Way Connectors
5-Way connectors are available allowing the basic hookup of the three lighting functions (running, turn, and
brake) and, besides the ground, one pin is available to provide support for another function. Typically the 5Way Flat is used for trailers with surge brakes or hydraulic brakes. The additional wire is tapped into the
backup lights to disengage the hydraulic trailer coupler (actuator) when the vehicle is reversing, thus turning off
the trailer's brakes.

5-Way Flat Trailer Connector 5-Way Flat Vehicle Connector

5-Way Round Trailer Connector

5-Way Round Vehicle Connector

6-Way Connectors
6-Way connectors are available allowing the basic hookup of the three lighting functions (running, turn, and
brake). The ground and two extra pins are available to provide two additional functions, typically for electric
brakes and 12 volt "hot" lead. The 6-way round connectors are very common on horse trailers. The 6-way
square connectors are more common on campers.

6-Way Trailer End

6-Way Vehicle End

6-Way Square Trailer and Vehicle Ends

7-Way Connectors
Aside from the three main lighting functions, additional pins for electric brakes, a 12 volt "hot" lead, and backup
lights are available. There are two types of 7-way connectors. One has flat pins, which are often referred to as
blades. The other has round pins. The round pin style is very rare. The RV style 7-way with flat pins (or blades)
is very common. It is often found on newer trucks and SUVs that come equipped from the factory with a trailer
hitch.

7-Way Round (Flat Pin)
Trailer Connector

7-Way Round (Flat Pin)
Vehicle Connector

7-Way Round (Round Pin)
Trailer Connector

7-Way Round (Round Pin)
Vehicle Connector

Trailer Wiring Diagram

